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Natural Capital and 
Infrastructure: 
What are the 
challenges?  



Adapted from Laurance, W.F. (2017)

90% of new roads 
expected in developing 

countries

Transport 
Infrastructure 
Trends
25 million km new 
roads planned by 
2050
(International Energy Agency, 2013) 

625 times



Biodiversity intactness: Compares average abundance of originally present species 
relative to their abundance now after land use change or human impacts 
(Source: UNEP/WCMC)

Places where nature is more “intact”



Current and projected roads by 2050 

Note: All datasets accessed via Resource Watch, May 2018. 



What we know

What we know 
we don't know

What we don't 
know we don't 

know

BIODIVERSITY
There is so much uncertainty that every 

decision should be carefully considered.

If undecided on what and how to assess 

biodiversity impacts:

1) Ask the experts

2) Don’t assume

3) Try to get as much info as 

possible

4) Do not always trust the 

developer or its consultants, 

verify their findings and 

assumptions



Induced Impacts
From unplanned but predictable 

developments caused by the project that 
may occur later or at a different location (a 

type of indirect impact)
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Avoidance

Minimization

Mitigation

Offsetting

Mitigation hierarchy

Avoid
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Mitigate

Offset



Wildlife-Friendly
Transport
Projects



BHUTAN: Road Network Project 2



BHUTAN: Road Network Project 2



BHUTAN: 
Road 

Network 
Project 2





NEPAL: SASEC ROAD IMPROVEMENT PROJECT





BANGLADESH: SASEC Chittagong – Cox’s Bazaar Rail Project 











How can 
we make 
infrastructure 
projects more 
sustainable 
for nature?



ADB’s Strategy 2030: Vision

STRATEGY 2020 
VISION

An Asia and 
Pacific region 

free of 
poverty

Expanded vision 



A new 
framework 
from planning 
and designing 
with nature  

Strengthening policy & 
planning frameworks

Promoting nature-based 
solutions

Developing 
eco-sensitive designs



Strengthening 
policy and 
planning 
frameworks

Assessing ecosystems 
and their services

Developing ecosystem- and 
biodiversity-sensitive options

Evaluating costs and 
benefits 

Integrating nature-based solutions 
and eco-sensitive design into 
infrastructure plans 



Building 
resilience 
through 
nature-based 
solutions

Photo source: WWF

Integrating nature-based solutions in Jiangxi 
Pingxiang “Sponge Cities” Project



Eco-sensitive 
planning and 
design

Wildlife corridors designed for elephants under the 
South Asia Subregional Economic Cooperation Road 
Connectivity Project 



Measuring 
results

Monitoring data from “camera traps” indicates elephants 
and other species are now using the wildlife crossings in 
Southern Bhutan. 



Looking ahead



Recommendations
• Strengthen regulations & 

incentives to integrate natural 
capital into infrastructure.

• Bring engineers and ecologists 
together to mainstream eco-
sensitive design features. 

• Scale-up nature-based solutions 
through new financing modalities 
& capacity building.   



Questions for 
consideration

• How can we better engage 
communities in the design 
and implementation of 
nature-based solutions? 

• How can we use digital 
technologies to improve the 
eco-sensitive planning, 
design?  

• How do you make nature-
based approaches more 
bankable?  



THANK YOU

For more info: www.adb.org


